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According to me, every film is unique in its own way. I pay my heartfelt
gratitude to each and every film and appreciate the efforts of the director
from the core of my heart. Sometimes one jury comment lifts the film
out of blue and evident ones find themselves in back burner.
I, Simran Dhingra, as a CHINH Ambassador would like to present you
glimpses of the comments of the this year’s Pre School, Early Education
& Animation Jury members of CHINH.
While discussions are getting ready for upload, enjoy comments from
some of our jurors.
Awards

Pre School category
 The CHINH GOLD goes to Bunty’s Tree

 The CHINH SIVER goes to Butterfly
 CHINH Special Jury Award goes to Bhavri

The tiny tots graded the films and had a great time viewing them.
Some of them rated the films by giving them stars, while some
gave a smiley or frown face.


Found One


Great -  

 Bhavri
 Innovative -   
 Rise & Shine
 Funny -  
 Slowly but surely
 Interesting - 
 Butterfly
 Creative -    
 Bunty’s Tree
 Emotional -     

Early Education Category
 The CHINH GOLD goes to El Invento (the most deserving film:

Hats off!)
 The CHINH SIVER goes to “Design Ah!” and “My Best Friend”
( a tie between two amazing films)



What makes me happy
 Great story line + color scheme was amazing.
 It was indeed an innovative film.
 The animation & the sound effects were really good and

deserve appreciation.

 The animated short film was enjoyed every second

 Design Ah!
 The dialog completion and graphics were nice.
 The concept is worth praising.
 The director is trying to show that from a thing different
shapes & patterns can be formed.
 It was a good effort.
 It portrays creativity.
 Vitamin News
 “A healthy mind strives in a healthy body”- is the idea

depicted.
 Healthy eating habits have been showcased.
 The idea has been presented in a funny manner.
 Dare You Read
 It was an educative movie- it increases the General

Knowledge of the primary students.
 The language was not clear and hence it was not
understandable.
 Superjeew
 Emotional + heart touching + beautiful concept – a complete

package.
 The film was not understandable due to language problem.

 Teddy’s Big Holiday
 This was a very nice movie.
 It had a good story line and was full of adventure.
 The teddy was quite cute.

 Little Moon Lost
 It was an emotional and sensitive piece of art.
 The caring attitude of the boy was liked by many.
 The way he treatment the moon was great.
 My Best Friend
 Entertaining and Emotional
 Good concept. Beautifully Presented.
 Knowledgeable movie for the kids

 El Invento
 The film was nice &interesting with great animation.
 A good movie to encourage a child by his inventions.
 Hats off!

 The Call
 Catchy theme.
 Well suited but there is still scope of improvement.

Animation Category
 The CHINH GOLD goes to The Candy Tree (it was indeed a

complete package- good effects + story line + color scheme)
 The CHINH SIVER goes to Hope (the optimistic film)



Nature of things
 It was indeed a sweet film.
 The red-yellow creature was liked by many.
 The animation & the sound effects were really good and
deserve appreciation.

 The Candy Tree
 The animation effects were realistic & really good.
 Great story line + color scheme was amazing.
 It conveyed a message- to make something happen, hardwork
is required.
 This film also portrays that one should have faith and never
lose hope.
 Pop
 The film needs better explanation.
 It doesn’t really convey a meaning.
 However the sound effects were great.

 I will never steal Litchi
 It was a great film- good concept + animation effects +

funny.
 The film became a bit boring because of its long duration.
 Sinsis
 It was a good effort.
 The sound effects are worth praising.
 A clear message was not showcased.

 The Bump in My Nose
 Graphics don’t justify the story’s neatness.
 Lack of good sound effects.
 The story line didn’t seem impressive to some.

 Hope
 Emotional + heart touching + beautiful concept – a complete

package
 It tells that hope can do wonders.
 Great music & effects.
 Laterarius
 It was indeed a piece of creativity.
 It would have been better if some dialogues were present.
 It depicts the love for others.

 It was a heart touching film; however the ending was not

clear.
 The Bear’s Hand
 Cute story about unknown angels who help us – an optimistic

piece of art.
 Colour scheme is praised by some.
 Bottoobahtoh
 The presentation is highly appreciated.
 Even the background music was great.
 However the animation effect was neither very impressive

nor inspiring.
 After the Cat

 Animation seemed to be innovative.
 Background music deserves appreciation.
 Salma



Humorous + attractive + awesome sound effects.
This film conveys a good message that we should always
fight against the backdrop of terrorism.
Moreover one should never give up

